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Must Have - Proud to be italian

On the occasion of the 40th anniversary of Art Fair, the

Hotel Majestic "ex Baglioni" Bologna hosts until

February 15, 2016 the exhibition of Marcello Reboani

"Must Have - Proud to be italian", curated by Melissa

Proietti. The exhibition takes place in the halls of the

historic Cafe Marinetti: a space naturally suited to art

and culture, named after the founder of Futurism,

Filippo Tommaso Marinetti Bologna elected him as its

headquarters. The "Must Have" the first presentation was

intended to be ironic and eco-pop icons of consumerism,

offering a moment of reflection on how a cult object

could also become the subject of art. The exhibition is

not only meant as a show of art, but as a hope and

incentive for recovery and new economic growth of our

country, looking at the past with pride and confidence

in the future. A positive message and proactive, linked

to ecological theme and sustainability still the center of the career path of the Roman

artist who strongly wanted this stage of the project in Bologna, the city that is very

close.
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